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Tide brings new (art) wave
Eagle Hall resident uses surprising, sudsy medium to create wall designs
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

The thing about
being a cop is
that nobody
ever calls you
because things
are going well.
They call you
because there
is a problem in
their lives and
they don’t know
how to deal with
it themselves …
you are the first
person to show
up with any
confidence, who
says, ‘Let’s try to
help and solve
this problem.’
life | 9

”

FASTFACT OF THE DAY

83%
Number of JMU freshmen
(fall 2014) ranked in the top
third of their high school
class (of reported ranks).

TODAY WILL BE
PM showers

40° / 31°
chance of rain/snow: 70%

holly warfield / the breeze

Freshman justice studies major Gabriel Giacalone uses Tide detergent to create works of art, which are only visible under ultraviolet light, in his dorm in Eagle Hall.
By mike dolzer
The Breeze

Sometimes the brightest ideas can only
be illuminated by the darkness. So goes
the story of Gabriel Giacalone, a JMU student, who recently discovered he could
craft intricate images with two unusual
tools — laundry detergent and a black
light.
“My roommate moved out and I wanted
to decorate the wall with something a little
bit more than posters,” Giacalone, a freshman justice studies major, said.
It all began with some online searches
and a trip to Wal-Mart.
“I looked up black light paints and

discovered that by using [an] alternative bleach [from] Tide, it wouldn’t stain
the walls,” he said. “I began with stencils
because I literally have never painted anything in my life — this is a whole new area
for me.”
The physical process that goes into
these paintings is almost as intriguing as
the paintings themselves.
“I start with an outline of the lines
inside of the subject, then I fill them in,”
he explained. “I’ll paint where I want
lighter color, and then get a paper towel
and brush it over to create a darker effect
before repainting on layers and making
transitions.”
Erasing some outlines also adds depth

to his illustrations. For subjects, he primarily uses photos to guide and inspire
his work, but has occasionally used photos
of himself and of models.
The whole process can take between
25 minutes to two and a half hours. But
Giacalone doesn’t mind the time commitment.
“It’s really relaxing to put some music
on and just go at it,” he said.
Despite the difference in subject matter, he does have a preferred inspiration.
“I really like [painting] the human body
and the organs, they just seem so natural,”
he said. “Doing the curvature and the
see suds, page 10

Newman finds passion Students
in the airwaves
crowdfund
Former basketball star transitions to sports
broadcasting with the Dukes
freshman’s
tuition bill
By wayne epps jr.
The Breeze

“Nikki says no.”
That was the popular chant for former JMU women’s basketball player
and Harrisonburg native Nikki Newman (2009-14), who had a penchant for
blocks, finishing her career second in
JMU history with 171. But after her playing career ended last spring, “Nikki said
yes,” to sticking around the program.
The result was two new roles for Newman: radio color commentator alongside
JMU women’s basketball longtime playby-play man, David Taylor, and assistant
director of operations on head coach
Kenny Brooks’ staff.
“I’ve always been intrigued about
some of the work that broadcasters
do that I’ve just watched in the past,”

Newman said. “And [I] always loved listening to David Taylor when he covers all
of our games. So [it’s] definitely something I had thought about before, but I
never thought I would make a career out
of it.”
Newman said that Curt Dudley, director of multimedia communications for
JMU athletics, originally mentioned the
idea of doing sports broadcast to her.
Dudley is a mainstay himself on a range
of JMU sports broadcasts on MadiZONE.
After Brooks first brought up the subject
with him, he approached Newman about
the idea.
Dudley said that Newman’s intensity, knowledge of the game and
knowledge of how to communicate made her a strong candidate.
see newman, page 12

A flurry of
excitement
See how students
spent their snow day,
from snowball fights
to great sled races.

news | 3
Follow @breezejmu on Instagram
for all your winter weather photos

By caroline brandt
The Breeze

Growing up in the Richmond
suburb of Goochland, freshman
accounting major Corey Davis experienced poverty and violent crime
on a daily basis, including numerous
robberies and shootings within his
community.
“Most of the time you couldn't even
go outside to get some fresh air without hearing gunshots,” Davis said.
Davis was able to leave his neighborhood when he enrolled in high
school, but he and his family still
struggled financially. To help his family pay bills and himself academically,
Davis worked with Capital One Bank’s
“Partnership For The Future” paid
internship since his freshman year of
high school.
Just last year, the Davis family lost
their house. However, with the money
he made from his internship, he was
able to pay his family’s mortgage payment, which left him short on tuition,
since the money from the internship
was to pay for Davis’ college tuition.
“All the money I made from the
internship went toward college and at
the time, my mom needed help with
bills and things so I helped her with
that too which now left me short on
tuition,” Davis said.
Davis was asked to leave JMU on
Jan. 16 after he had not paid tuition
for his second semester. In order to
continue attending JMU, he needed
$2,500, but fell short $2,073.39. Heartbroken, Davis told his hallmates in
Gifford Hall, who he now considers
his best friends, that he wouldn’t be
returning.
“Our friend Corey has overcome obstacles that many people
see fund, page 5
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ACROSS
1 Some portrait
frames
6 Noble __
11 Singsong
syllable
14 With 15-Across,
accounting unit
15 See 14-Across
16 Like some aces
17 Manage
18 Walking __
19 Sound after a
satisfying swig
20 Scotch cocktails
22 Zenith
23 “I won’t hurt you”
26 Not as
deliberate
28 Toothbrushendorsing org.
29 With 31-Across,
anathema
31 See 29-Across
32 Worlds
35 __ legend
37 Question about
change, which
hints at the
hidden feature of
four two-part
puzzle answers
42 Blue Grotto
locale
43 “Ramona and
Beezus” co-star
Gomez
44 With 47-Across,
some receivers
47 See 44-Across
49 Set-__
50 Malady in the
2000 film
“Memento”
52 Like the best
occult films
55 It’s about a foot
56 Yield figures
58 Figure under a
line
59 Fife-and-drum
drum
60 Two cents
64 Bardic before
65 With 66-Across,
National Book
Award-winning
novel by Don
DeLillo
66 See 65-Across
67 “M*A*S*H”
titles
68 Private
69 Mount

1/29/15

By Marti DuGuay-Carpenter

DOWN
1 Pigs out (on)
2 Center of gravity?
3 Presidential
nickname
4 Petrol unit
5 Gave up a seat
6 One of six British
kings
7 Year in Tuscany
8 “Wait for me”
9 Pension law
signed by Ford,
briefly
10 Jordan neighbor:
Abbr.
11 Gillette razor
12 Hole enlarger
13 Cleave
21 Comes to the
surface
22 Harsh-sounding,
to some
23 Traffic stopper?
24 Notion
25 “Elf” actor
27 Shoshone Falls
river
30 Shroud city
33 Chinese
evergreen
34 Zoo security
features
36 Droopy-eared
hound

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

Monday’s puzzle solved
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38 Wonderful
container?
39 Bordeaux bean?
40 “The Dukes of
Hazzard” officer
41 Tammany Hall
caricaturist
44 Mortarboard frill
45 “That upset me!”
46 Speakers of
Tolkien’s Noldorin
language
48 Costing more

1/29/15

51 Corporate raider
Carl
53 Jockey’s handful
54 “This __ a drill!”
57 Mechanical
repetition
59 Prefix with light or
night
61 “Easy as __!”
62 Wear and tear
63 Former Ohio
governor
Strickland
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Every “Throwback Thursday” the copy desk will be researching our print
archives (breezejmu.org/archives) to take you back in time and see what
events The Breeze has covered. Have a suggestion on what we should
research? Email us at breezecopy@gmail.com.

Mitchell Myers

AD DESIGNERS

Jan. 29, 1927

Caroline Davis
Adrienne Elias
Kaitlyn Rocchiccioli

On this day in 1927, The Breeze reported that The
National Student Federation of America
supported giving students the opportunity “to
offer objective criticism concerning their courses
and instructors.” Student course evaluations
wouldn’t become common practice at universities
across the U.S. until the 1960-70s, but as early as
1927, the students were lobbying for the right to
voice criticism intended “to make college work
better and more interesting for both student and
instructor.”
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Technology to Court rules for
target shoppers whistleblower

Gene linked to
brain function

ISIL retreats
from Kobani

Israel strikes
Report shows
Syrian artillery ‘grave concern’

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Foreign Staff

McClatchy Foreign Staff

McClatchy Foreign Staff

LOS ANGELES — Dena
Dubal and Jennifer Yokoyama,
researchers at UC San Francisco, are fascinated with a
longevity gene named for one
of the Greek Fates, Klotho.
“She spins the thread of
life and she is the daughter of
Zeus,” said Dubal, a physician
and neurologist at the university’s Memory and Aging Center.
“And we have expanded her
duties to include boosting brain
function.”
The UC San Francisco
researchers suggest that having a single copy of one variety
of that gene gives people better
executive function and more
gray matter in an area prone to
the ravages of time.

IRBIL, Iraq — Kurdish fighters in Syria claimed Tuesday to
have lifted ISIL’s four-month
siege of the Syrian Kurdish
town of Kobani and said the
last ISIL attackers were on the
run.
“[ISIL] is on the verge of
defeat,” Idriss Nassan, a
spokesman for the local Kurdish militia, said in an interview.
“Their defenses have collapsed
and its fighters have fled. The
siege is over.”
The rout was greeted with
celebration by Kurds who
embraced Kobani as a symbol
of Kurdish nationalism.
If ISIL remains routed, the
outcome would be a major victory for Syrian Kurdish forces.

JERUSALEM — Israeli aircraft
struck Syrian government artillery positions early Wednesday
as tensions mounted along the
Israeli-held Golan Heights a
week and a half after an Israeli
airstrike killed an Iranian general
and six members of the militant
group Hezbollah.
Israeli army spokesman Lt.
Col. Peter Lerner said the early
morning airstrikes were in
response to the firing from Syria
of at least two rockets that struck
the Golan Heights on Tuesday. The rockets landed in open
areas and caused no damage,
but Israeli forces have been on
high alert for retaliation since the
deaths of the Iranian and Hezbollah members.

JERUSALEM — In the most
extensive report yet on Israel’s
policy of bombing homes during last summer’s war in Gaza,
the Israeli human rights group
B’tselem said Wednesday that
some attacks violated international law and others raised
“grave concern.”
The study, which examined
70 incidents in which 606 Palestinians were killed, noted that
despite the “foreseeable, horrifying consequences” of the
bombing of homes filled with
civilians, top Israeli government
and military officials continued
the policy for weeks.

PITTSBURGH — Walking by a department store
perfume counter, a woman
passes a digital sign glowing with the image of her
favorite scent. By the time
she reaches the shoe department, a coupon pops up on
her smartphone offering an
additional 30 percent off on
the scent if she buys today.
Whether that shopper was
headed for the purses or the
parking lot, the idea of steering in-store customers toward
cash registers with targeted
messages could be the next
frontier of the shopping experience, according to Green
Tree digital advertising firm
Industry Weapon.

McClatchy Washington
Bureau

WASHINGTON — Under
bipartisan pressure, the White
House quietly abandoned a proposal to raise taxes on a popular
program used to save for college.
President Barack Obama had
proposed earlier this month to
eliminate tax breaks for new contributions to 529 college savings
plans. But he faced a backlash in
the recent week from members
of both political parties, as well as
operators and users of the statebased plans.
The 529s work similar to
retirement plans, where money
is invested and grows without
being taxed if upon withdrawal
it is used for college tuition or
qualified college expenses.

Compiled from Tribune
News Service.
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U.Va. institutes new Greek life rules
Rolling Stone article on alleged rape at U.Va. prompts change; JMU plans no revisions to its policies
By Makena Rafferty-Lewis
The Breeze

After a two-week suspension of Greek
life at the University of Virginia, all activities
were reinstated for the spring semester, with
the creation of a new set of restrictions.
U.Va. President Teresa Sullivan authorized
a new addenda to the Fraternal Organization
Agreement that was proposed by four student-led Greek leadership councils.
U.Va.’s Greek life suspension was a result
of a Rolling Stone article titled “A Rape on
Campus: A Brutal Assault and Struggle for
Justice at UVA.” The article told the story of
a young woman who was allegedly sexually
assaulted at a fraternity houses belonging to
the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity.
It was later released that Rolling Stone
questioned the credibility of the reporter’s
source and her facts. Despite the retraction,
U.Va.’s Fraternity and Sorority Life branch of
the Office of the Dean of Students was quick
to take action. An emergency Board of Visitors meeting took place on Nov. 5 to discuss
the student safety in wake of all the publicity.
In the minutes of the meeting, Sullivan
said that her goal with the new addenda is
to create and maintain a safe atmosphere
for students to learn, free of sexual violence.
“Basically, the article came out and I think
the next day or the day after, they said they
were suspending everything, even philanthropy events,” Jesse Berman, a second-year
history and foreign affairs major at U.Va. and
member of the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity,
said.
Although members of Greek life at U.Va.
were disappointed by the suspension, Berman understood their purpose behind these
actions.

Courtesy of Tribune News Service

The University of Virginia’s Board of Visitors held an emergency meeting last November to discuss maintenance of a safe atmosphere for students in
the wake of the alleged rape of a university student. Since then, changes have been put in place to regulate alcohol consumption at social functions.

“It was upsetting, but at the same time, I
feel like they [the U.Va. administration] kind
of had to do it to make a statement,” Berman
said.
He believes his school did what any
respectable institution would have done
under the circumstances.
According to Berman, unopened beer
cans are now the only alcoholic drinks that

can be served at social events. Registered
Greek events aren’t allowed to serve liquor or
have kegs, whereas before the recent restrictions, mixed drinks with liquor were allowed.
Another new regulation requires the presence of three sober brothers at every fraternal
event, as opposed to before, when only one
was needed.
Berman believes that the most controversy

A winter wonderland

behind the new restrictions is the need
to have some type of security guard at the
front of each fraternity or sorority party that’s
registered with the university. Although the
fraternities are responsible for paying for this,
the fee does not affect the fraternity’s budget much.

In Brief
Harrisonburg

Local reporter
sued in defamation
lawsuit
WHSV-TV news reporter Khiree Stewart is being
sued for $1.1 million by Gary
Mitchell, a local realtor, after
the station implied he was
a participant in a Craigslist
scam, according to The News
Leader.
According to Mitchell, the
news story aired at the end of
May and involved an imposter posing as a homeowner
while fraudulently obtaining deposits from interested
buyers.
The lawsuit claims that
the previews for the story
included a “for sale” sign with
Mitchell’s name and contact
information. In the story’s
first airing, Stewart refers to
it as a “for-sale scam” while
showing Mitchell’s sign.
According to an attorney
for Gray Television, however, the lawsuit doesn’t
meet Virginia’s standard for
defamation.
“Our intention is to defend
ourselves vigorously against
the lawsuit because we
believe the lawsuit does not
have merit,” WHSV-TV General Manager Tracey Jones said.
Richmond

Virginia college to
no longer require
SAT scores

Photos by Loren probish / the breeze

TOP: Kenny Hippe, a freshman finance major, braves the cold and shows off his snow boots as he catches some serious air on his
saucer sled. On Monday, students celebrated the first snow day of the school year.
BOTTOM: Ryan Hooper (left), a freshman accounting major, helps freshman history major William Finch build a sledding ramp by
packing down the freshly fallen snow on East Campus near the steam plant on Monday afternoon.

Virginia Commonwealth
University is no longer requiring high school students who
have a GPA of 3.3 or higher
to send in their SAT scores,
according to the Richmond
Times-Dispatch.
President Michael Rao
believes that doing this will
help diversify the university by accepting students
who would be turned away
because of their scores.
This change will increase
the amount of students
admitted into VCU by 300.
“[Starting this fall], your
ability to succeed at VCU will
no longer depend on your
ability to pass a test that’s fundamentally flawed,” Rao said.

see policies, page 4

Police remind
motorists of
accident protocol
After an increase in fatal
accidents where drivers have
fled the scene, VSP’s are
reminding motorists that it’s
illegal to leave an accident that
has led to an individual’s injury
or death, or property damage,
according to Corinne Geller,
the Virginia State Police’s public relations director.
According to the Code of
Virginia, “The driver of any
vehicle involved in an accident in which a person is
killed or injured or in which
an attended vehicle or other
attended property is damaged
shall immediately stop as close
to the scene of the accident as
possible without obstructing
traffic.”
The driver is also expected to
provide a reasonable amount
of assistance to any individuals
who are injured in an accident.
Over the past two months,
five pedestrians and a bicyclist
have been struck and killed in
eight hit-and-run accidents
throughout Virginia.
Roanoke

Man pleads guilty
for posting nude
pictures online
A man from Roanoke admitted that he used nude pictures
of his female acquaintances to
pressure them into providing
him with more explicit photos, according to The Roanoke
Times.
Twenty-two year-old Brandon Stuart Gilbert pleaded
guilty to three counts of extortion on Tuesday.
In September 2013, a woman
reported that some nude images of her were put online, and in
January 2014 a second woman
told police that she had been
threatened with compromising
photos and being made public;
similar photos were sent to her
mother via Facebook.
The police found that the
pictures had been uploaded
from Gilbert’s address. During
the investigation, a third victim who was a juvenile at the
time and experienced similar
threats, was also discovered.
When arrested in August
and apologized and admitted
he needed counseling.
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policies | Regulations to Greek life events at JMU remain unchanged
from page 3

“I think its OK, it doesn’t cost that much
more money, I think it will make things a lot
safer overall,” Berman said. “I don’t think anyone is too upset about it, it’s pretty reasonable.”
Another consequence of recent events is
national sorority chapters requiring sorority
sisters at U.Va. to avoid fraternity houses this
weekend, which is fraternity bid weekend.
The National Panhellenic Conference
released this official statement on the subject:
“NPC is not the one creating and enforcing
this mandate. The decision is coming from each
sorority’s inter/national president, who are all
unanimously standing together in their request.
NPC cannot and does not enforce any mandate
on any of the sororities present at U.Va, even
though they’re NPC member groups, but NPC
does support the safety of their sorority women
and the inter/national presidents making the
decision by encouraging women to plan sisterhood events and other alternative options
to joint fraternity parties this weekend.”
JMU also has regulations designed to keep
students safe. Many of them have to do with
event and alcohol restrictions.
“I know that some social events have to be
registered if it is a mixer with another sorority,”
Jack Shea, a sophomore integrated science and
technology major and a member of the Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity at JMU said concerning restrictions. “That means you have to have sobers at
the party, if you are under 21 it’s marked, and
you aren’t allowed to drink.”
JMU does not plan to make any changes to
its current Greek life policies as a direct result
of the recent incidents at U.Va., according to
Danielle Epifanio / The breeze
Adam Lindberg, the associate director of university unions for FSL.
“I think we are constantly evaluating our
The house (left), located on South Main Street, is home to Sigma Chi, the fraternity where three former members were accused of allegedly sexually assaulting
policies and our procedures to determine are Sarah Butters during a 2013 spring break trip. In 2012, a female student slipped and fell off the roof of the neighboring fraternity house while allegedly intoxicated.
they effective, are they creating the safe environments we want them to create, so we are
regularly reviewing those policies anyway,” Lindberg said.
Many of these policies include alcohol restrictions such as pro- that it benefits the university and its students.
Lindberg feels that assistant Greek coordinators are one of the hibiting purchases of large quantities, for example, kegs, or serving
“We as an office, have received a lot of support over the years from
alcohol to minors. A more extensive list of JMU Greek life’s policies faculty members, from administrators at JMU,” Lindberg said. “They
most important safety measures currently in place at JMU.
These members of the FSL staff are JMU students who visit can be found on FSL’s website under the “Member’s Area” drop have demonstrated support for our office, the fact that there is an
off-campus social events where alcohol is present to make sure down menu, then under “Policies.”
office of fraternity and sorority life shows that the administration
fraternities and sororities are compliant with JMU policies.
With the release of Rolling Stone’s article, there has been an really does support fraternities and sororities.”
“I also think that they are there as allies and resources for the increased negative view toward Greek life. Many students and parAdministration and Greek students from JMU and U.Va. alike
people [who] are hosting the party so if there is an issue that comes ents are hesitant to get involved because of the negative sexual feel that Greek organizations are a positive force on campus.
For many, including Shea, the organizations are more than just
up, they can be called and they will come out and work with the fra- connotation that fraternities and sororities carry.
ternity or sorority to make sure that those events are safe and they
Some students, like Berman are hesitant to become involved with extracurriculars.
are being conducted responsibly,” Lindberg said.
Greek life at first.
“For me personally, joining Greek life has definitely been the best
“I was super ambivalent about it and I almost didn’t go to U.Va. decision I have made since coming to JMU; as far as networking
because I didn’t like the stereotypes and everything,” he said.
and getting to know people and really just sharing the experience
However, Berman feels that his fraternity has added a lot to his of college with others,” Shea said.
U.Va. experience.
“You are going to have a great time either way,” Berman said.
contact Makena Rafferty-Lewis
Lindberg also has a positive opinion about Greek life. He believes at raffermf@dukes.jmu.edu.

Breeze File Photo

Members of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority celebrate during Bid Celebration, which occurs when chapters extend their final bids to potential new
members. In 2013, JMU’s Greek life saw a record-breaking number of potential new members when 976 individuals participated in rush events.
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Fund | Davis’ goal set at $2,500

erin williams / the breeze

Corey Davis, a freshman accounting major, couldn’t afford to pay tuition and almost left JMU. Instead,
his friends started an online campaign for him on the crowdfunding website “GoFundMe.”
from front

couldn’t even imagine. Growing up in an environment that consisted of gangs, violence,
drugs and poverty, he pushed past the adversity and applied and was accepted into multiple
accredited universities,” freshman hallmate and
marketing major Antonio Diz, who donated $100,
wrote on Davis’ “GoFundMe” page.
After reaching out to the University Business
Office, his adviser and the Office of Financial Aid,
Davis was told he would have to pay the tuition
cost in full in order to stay at JMU.
Both the Office of Financial Aid and UBO
could not comment on Davis’ specific case.
Davis’ hallmates were devastated when he told
them he would be leaving JMU. He said his goodbyes and told his hallmates he planned to work
full time in hopes of earning enough money to
come back for the fall semester.
“I didn’t really ask for help,” Davis said, “I just
thought everything was over for me.”
Davis’ Gifford hallmates immediately got
together and decided that they would do everything they could to get him back to JMU.
“I just don’t think it was fair for somebody as
motivated and as awesome of a guy as him to be
forced to go home because he can’t pay tuition
money,” Diz said.
“GoFundMe” is a free website that has raised
more than 670 million dollars for people who
have come up short financially and seek help
funding their future endeavors.
Matthew Bocchi, a freshman international
business major and Davis’ roommate agreed.
“A student shouldn’t be held just because they
are short $1,000 to return to such a great and such
a reputable university like this one,” Bocchi said.
“If you made it this far, $1,000 shouldn’t hold you
back.”

Under the leadership of Diz, the Gifford hallmates created a “GoFundMe” page for Davis, with
the goal of raising $2,500 to cover Davis’ tuition
costs, including textbooks and a computer.
Created on Saturday, Jan. 17, the “GoFundMe”
page had raised almost $2,000 in 24 hours, and
just three days later, thanks to the generosity of
35 donors, Davis was able to return on Monday,
Jan. 19.
“I was very surprised. I did not expect it at all,
honestly,” Davis said.
The biggest donation was to the tune of $500
from freshman hallmate and finance major, John
“Pierson” Swanson and his family.
“I talked it over with my parents and I told
them Corey’s story and the predicament he was
in, and they felt very compelled to donate to him
because my mom was in a similar situation when
she was going to college,” Swanson said. “She had
to pay her own way through college, her parents
did not pay for anything, so she felt very compelled to donate.”
The Madison Forever Fund, a scholarship
those in a similar situation to Davis’, is another
option for students, but because Davis was able
to earn the money so quickly, he didn’t need to
look into it.
Now that Davis is back at JMU and with his
Gifford family once again, those who know him
are happy to have him back and glad to see that
their donation made such a difference in someone’s life.
“Corey is just such an amazing guy and
everyone in the hall loves him so I figured [the
donation] would just give him a little push to
come back to school, and I know that he is just
going to make it work,” Swanson said.
contact Caroline Brandt at
brandtcw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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ASHLEIGH BALSAMO | sophisticated sass

Not a girl, not yet a woman?
Students are expected to be adults, but aren’t taken seriously or given the respect they deserve
For most students, college is promised talking to the staff of apartment complexes to applying for
as a time of freedom where you can remove financial aid, most important things can’t be done unless we
yourself from the rules of high school and get one of our parents to call and handle the situation for us.
living at home under your parents’ roof. What
I know that all adults don’t treat college students with a lack
I’ve learned over the past
of respect — there are plenty of people
three years as a student
out there who recognize that students at
is that this promise of
I have no problem being
this level are equivalent to those older
independence is very
than them.
held
to
high
standards,
conditional.
But if we’re sent off to college at the
but I’m a firm believer
As college students,
age of 18 and expected to be strong,
we’re expected to act with the maturity level
independent individuals, why can’t all
that at 21, I should be
of full-fledged adults — yet more often than
adults treat us in the same way?
treated with the same
not, we’re still treated with the same level of
I have no problem being held to high
respect (or lack thereof ) as children.
standards, but I’m a firm believer that
amount
of
respect
that
I’ve mainly noticed this disconnect in
at 21, I should be treated with the same
I’m expected to give out.
situations where I have to interact with
amount of respect that I’m expected to
give out.
adults when I’m in groups of other collegeI shouldn’t have to have a parent call
aged people.
Take going out to a restaurant, for example.
any time that I need to get something
When I’m at dinner with my parents, we’re
done and I should be able to take care
waited on with a sense of urgency and importance. But when I’m of my affairs on my own without worrying that I won’t be taken
out with a group of friends? It usually takes a good 15 minutes seriously due to my age.
If people want students to be mature and act responsibly, we
to get anyone’s attention and we’re treated as if we’re the least
important people in the room.
should be given the opportunity to do so without feeling that
College students never really seem to take precedence over we’re any less important than the generations before us.
adults, regardless of the circumstances, which doesn’t really
seem fair.
Ashleigh Balsamo is a junior media arts and design major.
Restaurants aren’t the only place where this happens. From Contact Ashleigh at balsamap@dukes.jmu.edu.

CHLOE DONNELLY | contributing columnist

Relationship purgatory: ‘So, like, what are we?’
College hookup culture creates ambiguous relationship terms that differ from other environments
Recently, I came upon a tweet that stuck with me longer
than the three seconds it took to read. It said, "High School:
How long do we have to date before we can have sex?
College: How long do we have to have sex before we can
date?"
At first, I chuckled and thought to myself, "So true."
But the more I thought about it, the more I realized that
it wasn’t just a minor joke created for entertainment
purposes or retweets. It was indicative of the ways in
which our culture is (and has been) changing.
It’s no secret that we’re living in a college “hookup
culture” and that the previous generations disapprove.
Rather than making a judgment and deciding
whether or not our ever-changing culture is correct or
incorrect, I began to speculate. How are our sex lives and
relationships changing? How has the overlap between sex
and dating shifted? Why is it that the dynamics of sex and
relationships shift so dramatically the moment we enter
college?
Granted, the hookup culture is gradually trickling
down toward high school kids, but it’s curious to me
that we’re expected to adjust to the general college
lifestyle a few months after graduating high school.
I’m not implying that everyone suddenly becomes
completely “DTF.” However, there’s no denying the shift
in students' attitudes toward sex.
Perhaps this widespread increase in acceptance of
unhindered sexual activity is due to the fact that we acquire
a renewed sense of anonymity upon entering college. In high
school, there’s a limited number of people and while you may
begin as a freshman that nobody knows, by the time you’re a
senior you’ve had the opportunity to develop a reputation.
All of this changes when you enter a university with, say,
20,000 students. Although you may still have to face your
friends if you do something sexually wild, you don't have to
face the entire school. Even if you did, most people wouldn't
care because they have no personal connection with you and
because they've probably already heard of something “worse.”

KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

Another factor may be that we feel we’re adults and that
hooking up is what adults do. TV shows such as “Jersey Shore”
and “The Real World” frequently depict young adults getting
hammered and hooking up. An active sex life with people you
may or may not know begins to seem normal. Adults have sex
and we’re adults. The logic isn’t hard to follow.
Terms such as "friends with benefits" have increased, and
instead of defining the terms, we allow them to define us.
Do we allow popular culture to influence our behavior and
mentality? Why is it that magazines such as Cosmopolitan
have articles about an acronym that addresses a pending
relationship status (DTR = Define The Relationship)?
There used to be either “single” or “taken.” Now, many of

us exist in this relationship purgatory where we’re neither
someone's significant other nor free to pursue another
individual for romantic or sexual purposes. Sometimes we
struggle to administer a “label,” but other times we insist that
labels aren't necessary. If we’re “talking'” to someone or “have
a thing” with another person, we aren't supposed to hook up
with anyone else, but if we do, it still isn't considered cheating
because we “weren’t really together anyway.”
We aren't allowed to express a little healthy jealousy
without seeming uncool, as though we don't understand
the concept of an “open relationship.” Are we then denying
ourselves the freedom to feel? Is this healthy?
On the other hand, these lightweight relationships have
provided a gateway to admitting we care for someone without
feeling too much pressure. We have a trial period where
we can test the waters without entirely breaking someone's
hell-bent heart. Of course, mixing sex into the equation is a
potential recipe for confusion and miscommunication.
We attach different meanings to sex based on who we
are and how we feel about it. It seems silly that we have
people sitting around wondering whether or not they’re in a
relationship based on their sexual partners, but it’s a reality
that we face.
Situations like these force us to examine our own lives and
form our own ideas about what constitutes a relationship and
how we will choose to conduct our own romantic and sexual
lives.
Although we face the possibility of ending up in
relationship purgatory, we’re also presented an opportunity
to learn and make decisions about where our boundaries
lie and how we will live our lives. Perhaps it’s also a chance
to improve our communication skills as well as learn to
recognize our emotions rather than deny them simply
because they don’t fit a social construction of what one should
feel and when. Emotions are, after all, what keep us human.
Chloe Donnelly is a junior justice studies and sociology
double major. Contact Chloe at donnelcn@dukes.jmu.edu.

An “I-would-like-to-know-what-thevanity-plates-convey” dart to the recent
article in The Breeze that shared numerous
vanity plates with no explanation.
From WFWFW.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

A “hey-that’s-my-beer” dart to JMU
students who think every off-campus social
gathering is an open party.
From a junior who buys beer to share with
friends, not randos.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
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A “can-you-please-slow-down” dart to
everyone who decides to speed around the
corners of Warsaw Parking Deck and nearly
hit my car.
From someone who thinks that if she can
drive slow around corners, then so can you.
It’s not a race!
An “I-trusted-you” dart to my professor
for saying we didn’t have homework at the
end of class and then changing his mind and
emailing an assignment.
From a senior who didn’t need any more
disappointment.
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Michael Apsley | contributing columnist

Ratting out addiction
Study shows that loneliness can breed drug abuse problems
The “War on Drugs” as we know it today
was created in an official sense in the
’70s. What began with carpet-bombing
drug fields in South America is now a
countrywide campaign to stamp out the
import and export of potentially dangerous
substances.
It all began with rats.
During the 20th century, someone
decided that rats are almost human, at
least as far as medicine is concerned.
Animal rights aside, they are very helpful
in demonstrating trends in side effects
and mortality. In the 1980s, a study was
published in the form of an anti-drug
commercial, stating that nine out of 10
rats will become addicted to cocaine once
it’s introduced to their systems via laced
water. After a few melodramatic seconds of
stumbling, the rat dies. It was determined
that this can happen to anyone.

While it’s perfectly possible
to lead a productive
and healthy life alone,
never underestimate the
impact of people and
new environments.
A few years after this study (the actual
study, not the 1980s campaign release)
during the ’70s and ’80s, a man named
Bruce Alexander created Rat Park. Rather
than a small metal cage with some crack
water in it, Alexander made a healthy,
lush environment filled with food, toys
and things to do. All of the rats still tried
the laced water just to see what it was, but
few returned. Even those that did return
drank, on average, only a quarter of what
the original rats had and none died.
Alexander decided to take his experiment
further. He repeated the original lonelyrat-with-cocaine experiment for 57 days
so they could get nice and addicted, and
then he introduced them to Rat Park. While
these rats went through some withdrawaltype symptoms, they soon stopped heavily
using and became well-adjusted to life in
the new cage.

So, why does this matter? Alexander
offered a very different school of thought
than most of the other outspoken drug
scientists of his time. Before, drug doctors
had been split among those who had
believed that addiction is caused by a lack
of moral fiber, and those who thought
it was the result of massive chemical
alterations in the brain. Alexander, on the
other hand, states that addiction is nothing
but adaptation to a new environment.
Unfortunately, since he was a scientist
and this is America, Alexander’s theories
were ridiculed and shot down until very
recently.
During the Vietnam War, Time reported
that about as many U.S. soldiers used
heroin as they did chewing gum. This
isn’t just a hyperbole; according to the
Archives of General Psychiatry, 20 percent
of U.S. soldiers became addicted to heroin
in Vietnam. In spite of the country’s fear
of an influx of addicts, nearly 95 percent
of those addicted soldiers simply stopped
using when they returned, and very few
ever needed rehab, according to the same
study. Why?
When those rats were dumped into that
cage on their own, there was quite literally
nothing to do but drink cocaine-laced
water. They were driven by no more or less
than their own boredom, which is a very
real and powerful motivator. Once they
were placed into Rat Park, that boredom
decreased, so they felt no need to continue
getting high as often.
Doesn’t it scare you how similar some
people are to those rats? Humans aren’t
placed in cages with crack water, but
instead we choose to isolate ourselves in
dorms and apartments amid a community
where it’s easy to access any drug you can
imagine. While it’s perfectly possible to
lead a productive and healthy life alone,
never underestimate the impact of people
and new environments.
If you’re feeling bored or unfulfilled,
you have the power to fill that time with
something productive or stimulating.
Don’t play around with addiction. No
matter what the vice, dependency is a
dangerous habit for anyone and anything.

FEWER THAN 40 SPACES
REMAIN FOR FALL 2015

SAVE $150 WITH REDUCED FEES

Michael Apsley is a freshman math
major. Contact Michael at apsleymr@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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JON HENRY | letter to the editor

New jail is bad idea from LGBTQ perspective
As a queer person, I can’t support the
city of Harrisonburg’s ongoing effort to
build a new prison. It won’t protect us.
Prisons are a violent form of control
that continue to reinforce systems
of oppression without opportunities
for transformation. I recognize the
violence that prisons direct onto queer
bodies, especially those who are gender
nonconforming. This is atop the welldocumented racism of our justice system
which was revealed through social media
movements such as #BlackLivesMatter,
#HandsUpDontShoot, #Ferguson and
#TheNewJimCrow.
If you don’t believe me, then check
out the books “Captive Gender: Trans
Embodiment and the Prison Industrial
Complex” or “Against Equality: Queer

Revolution, Not Mere Inclusion.” They will
extensively back up the injustice violence
the judicial system has and continues
to direct toward non-white, cisgender,
straight male bodies.
Some argue that prisons are needed for
rule breakers. Yet, I wonder who we mean
by rule breakers?
Until 2003, with Texas v. Lawrence, it
was illegal for folks of the same sex to have
consensual sex. Until 1991, it was illegal for
a bar in Virginia to serve a homosexual
spirits.
Until 2014, it was illegal for a religious
figure to perform a same-sex marriage
ceremony in Virginia.
All of these “crimes” could have landed
you in jail. Many drag queens were (and
continue) to be arrested for cross-dressing

throughout the country. Our laws are
constantly changing; many people get
swept into this oppressive system for silly
things or for activities that pose no risk to
our “society” or themselves.
Instead of building prisons, let’s
build schools, wind turbines, bike trails,
hospitals, or let’s increase funding for
things such as health care, education or
job creation.
I bet that would deter crime far longer
than a new prison. As queer people, we
understand our social systems are skewed
to be violent, heteronormative, rooted in
religion, sexism and racism, so let’s stand
in solidarity against the new proposed jail.
Jon Henry is a fine arts graduate
student.

ROBYN SMITH | The Breeze

recommendation
of the week
TV: “Gilmore Girls” (2000 - 2007)
Seven seasons (all on Netflix)
Lorelai Gilmore is perhaps the most engaging,
relatable female protagonist on contemporary
television. Her coffee addiction, strained parental
relationship and witty banter make her the
hilarious anti-hero in a show that would otherwise
most likely fail due to an old-fashioned tone.
This tone isn’t a problem, though, because of
the brilliant, fast-paced writing of show creator
Amy Sherman-Palladino. She and her husband,
Dan Palladino, co-wrote the show, resulting
in clever literary allusions and a dynamic, yet
believable plot (remember this was aired during

an era of stupidly dramatic shows like “The O.C.”).
“Gilmore Girls” got me through a very tough
semester of school and helped me bond with my
mom, which is always a bonus. The show preached
that success comes from who you are, not what
happens to you. Watching “Gilmore Girls” is like
going on a hilarious journey fueled by salty tears.
This show is also feminist-savvy in a time where
many female leads were more concerned with
looking good and scoring the perfect man than
chasing their own dreams and becoming better
human beings.

Lauren Graham (left) starred as
Lorelai Gilmore, and Alexis Bledel
played her daughter, Rory Gilmore.
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Teacher by day, cop by night

ISAT and computer science professor Steve Frysinger doubles as an auxiliary sergeant for the Harrisonburg Police Department

LAUREN GORDON / THE BREEZE

Steve Frysinger teaches in the integrated science and technology department. He passed two years of tests and interviews to join HPD.
By JANE GREGORSKI
contributing writer

If you spot Steve Frysinger on campus, chances are he will be
sporting one of his many blue button-down, short-sleeved shirts.
If you spot Frysinger off campus, he will be wearing a gray shirt,
dark blue trousers and a gun.
“I’ve worked a variety of cases that would shock most people,”
Frysinger said.
Frysinger, 57, is an auxiliary sergeant in the Harrisonburg Police
Department and works about 12 hours a week as an operations
supervisor and crime scene investigator and technician.
At JMU, he’s a computer science and integrated science and technology professor, coordinator for the Environmental Management
and Environmental Information Systems programs and director of
the Collaboration for Environment, Health and Safety.
Born in Lima, Ohio, and raised in Berkeley Heights, New Jersey,
Frysinger comes from a family of avid campers and first-aiders,
which led to his childhood dream of becoming a ranger.
“I picked my first college based off the forestry program,” Frysinger said. “It wasn’t what I majored in, but it was what I had in mind.”
After graduating, Frysinger began his career as an environmental
systems engineer at Bell Laboratories.
Although his job was involved in environmental studies, he still
nurtured his childhood dream.
“I found out that the New Jersey Fish and Game Wildlife Agency
had a deputy conservation officer program,” he said. “So I realized
that I could be a ranger part time as a volunteer and fulfill this childhood dream without giving up my day job.”
After Frysinger had passed two years of tests and interviews
with flying colors, he had to give up something valuable to take the

DESIGNING DOWNTOWN

position — his hair.
“It really pissed my wife off,” he said.
Frysinger had worn his light brown locks in a ponytail that
reached the middle of his back. He knew there were uniform
requirements, but didn’t think it was a big deal since women in the
agency weren’t required to wear their hair short.

“... I realized that I could be a ranger part
time as a volunteer and fulfill this childhood
dream without giving up my day job.”
Steve Frysinger

integrated science and technology
professor and auxiliary sergeant

In 1995, Frysinger quit as game warden to take the job at JMU.
Seven years later, Frysinger re-entered law enforcement when
the Harrisonburg Police Department established an auxiliary police
unit in 2002.
He joined an in-house 10-month auxiliary academy. In 2006, after
four years as a level two auxiliary police officer, he completed the
16-week full-time program at the Central Shenandoah Criminal Justice Training Academy, which certifies all full-time officers with the
state’s Division of Criminal Justice Services.
Now he routinely patrols alone, as the full-time officers do.
“If he could have scored five points higher on his civil service test,
he could’ve been a firefighter,” chuckled Ronald Raab, an ISAT professor and volunteer firefighter who co-teaches hazardous materials

awareness courses with Frysinger.
“We joke each other for it all the time … that’s just a natural thing
between firefighters and policemen,” Frysinger said.
Within the last 12 years, Frysinger has worked about 650 cases,
“considering all summons[es], arrest warrants and physical arrests
for mild or serious crimes.”
One includes a fight against a former Marine.
Two years ago, Frysinger encountered the man at an overcrowded party he was attempting to shut down. The man, who was drunk
and high, threatened to kill Frysinger.
With help from a JMU officer, Frysinger pulled out “all the fun
tools” he had in his belt, from pepper spray to a Taser.
The taser finally did the trick.
But it was Frysinger who walked away with a face full of Mace
and a surge of adrenaline.
“The guy who backed me up sprayed both him and me with the
pepper spray. So I ended up in the emergency room for a while too,”
Frysinger said. “I didn’t realize till after how hard I was fighting.
My hands were shaking to where I couldn’t hold a cup of water,”
he said.
His dual roles as professor and officer have sometimes crossed
paths.
He has arrested several of his students and two JMU colleagues,
one of whom he was forced to hold at gunpoint.
“The first time that you actually point a gun at someone and
realize that you are about to press the trigger is a true come-to-Jesus
moment,” Frysinger said, though he didn’t have to pull the trigger.
Frysinger doesn’t feel that arresting people connected to JMU
is much of a conflict.
His hot buttons are drunk driving and intoxicated women wandering the streets late at night.
“I’m constantly, at 2:30 in the morning, finding a drunk college
woman walking down a dark road by herself,” he said. “And you
know what I do? I arrest her and take her to jail for being drunk in
public. She may be pissed that she’ll get a class four misdemeanor
charge and spend the night in jail, but at least she didn’t get raped
or murdered.”
Despite all of the unfortunate cases he has seen unfold as a volunteer officer, the work is rewarding.
“The thing about being a cop is that nobody ever calls you because
things are going well,” he said. “They call you because there is a problem in their lives and they don’t know how to deal with it themselves
… you are the first person to show up with any confidence, who says,
‘Let’s try to help and solve this problem.’”
And if you thought Frysinger wasn’t busy enough, you can
also catch him volunteering as a cultural interpreter dressed up
1820s garb and teaching school children how to make candles.
“He is a Renaissance man,” said Dana Higgins, a friend
and former student. “He is somebody who just has a grasp on
everything.”
Eric Maslen, department head of ISAT, says Frysinger has a
lot of initiative.
“People don’t do that kind of thing unless they are passionate
about it,” Maslen said.
Frysinger enjoys the diversity in his everyday activities.
“I like the variety and to mix things up a little bit,” Frysinger
said. “I am by nature not a specialist, which is pretty obvious.”
CONTACT Jane Gregorski at gregorjk@dukes.jmu.edu.

She’s a boss

Downtown Harrisonburg resident and graphic designer Lynda Bostrom discusses her career and what spurs her creativity
By ROBYN SMITH
The Breeze

To outsiders, downtown Harrisonburg
isn’t usually seen as the pinnacle of the art
world. However, to the artists who live here,
it’s something special. As local resident and
freelance graphic designer Lynda Bostrom
puts it, a tide raises all boats, not just
one. According to Bostrom, art is a very
powerful tool when used in collaboration,
not competition. Bostrom was the original
graphic designer for Larkin Arts when it
opened back in 2012 and has since become
a household name in the Harrisonburg arts
scene. Despite receiving opportunities
to move up to New York City or other
popular arts communities, she stayed in
Harrisonburg. We recently sat down with
her and found out what inspires her work.
So how did you get started
with graphic design?

It started a long time ago when I first moved [to
Harrisonburg] six years ago. I had graduated in
a recession. I actually have a degree in sculpture
and art management.

What brought you to Harrisonburg?

The recession. I lived in Florida. It got really,
really kind of dire down there. People were losing
their jobs and as a recent graduate I didn’t have
the experience to compete with other people in
my field because they were struggling for jobs too
... I had a friend who lived up here and I was like
“I want to go live in the mountains and be a bartender for a while and just like relax a little bit.”

What made you stay?

The community. Yeah, it’s the best community
I’ve ever met in my life. There was this moment
when I thought about what it would mean to leave
— I was actually going to move to New York and
work with Ralph Lauren as a colorist, and I was
ready to leave, I sold all my stuff, I was totally ready
to go and then I just realized … Thinking about
leaving this community and having to start all over
again … It was like, “Do I want my community to
follow my career or do I want my career to follow my community?” and so I was like “I think

that my community will provide me with a
career. Like, I think that that will happen.”
... [Valerie] and Scott [from Larkin Arts] put
faith in me and gave me a chance, because it
was really hard to get everybody to give me
a chance, and when they did, they gave me

the ability to show the community what I
was capable of [and] they gave me the ability
to show me what I was capable of. Everything just started snowballing and going in
a good direction. It was a lot of hard work for
a couple of years and I was definitely living
skinny for a couple years and didn’t have a
lot of money. I had to sell my car and I was
just really tired but that was just really part
of starting another business … You have to
live on a shoestring for a little bit.
What made you get through it?

My friends and my community. People would
help me out even if I didn’t ask for it.

How do you make posters for Larkin
and other events downtown?

… So there’s all these different programs that
do these different things, like [Adobe] Photoshop
is like oil painting and InDesign is like drafting.
They can kind of do what the other does but it’s
hard to make blueprints with an oil brush, you
know? … I think that utilizing your resourc-

es and your community and the friends you
make through it and asking them questions
and being curious is really, really important,
because you can learn so much from other
people. It’s really hard to know everything
yourself, you know?
Where do you get your inspiration from?

People. Absolutely people. I think that people
are absolutely fascinating. I don’t own a television, so … You can have a conversation with
people. You can’t have a conversation with a
book. Books are great, TV is great, movies are
great but I really like people. I like listening to their
stories and finding out what they’re doing in their
lives and asking them questions and being curious about them.

How does that drive your art?

... With each project that I do, I get to sit down
with business owners and talk about their
business[es] and talk about their passion[s] and
their stories and that helps me kind of take all
of that and tell a story through the design that
I’m doing … I found my home creating a service for people. It’s not like when you have a job
and you go home. It’s like after I’m done working I can go to a restaurant and I’ll know the
restaurant owner.
CONTACT Robyn Smith at
breezearts@gmail.com.

PHOTOS BY LAUREN GORDON / THE BREEZE

TOP Freelance graphic designer and local resident Lynda Bostrom shows off some of her early designs.
She grew into the downtown arts scene. LEFT Bostrom holds up her most recent project, “Rocktown
Food.” RIGHT Bostrom learned Adobe design programs for her work with Larkin Arts, a local art store.
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Pizza restaurant prepares dishes with ingredients from local sources
LEFT Chris Puffenbarger, a chef at Bella Luna, prepares a pizza. RIGHT Wade Luhn, the owner of Bella Luna, strives to offer a menu prepared from fresh, local ingredients that make for fresher and tastier food.
By ANDREA CROFT
contributing writer

If you’re trying to lose weight this new year, pizza
probably isn’t on your list of diet staples. However, one
restaurant might change that.
Since opening in December 2013, downtown pizzeria
Bella Luna has brought “authentic, hand-crafted and
local” food to pizza-loving Harrisonburg residents, as
the restaurant’s motto indicates.
“I’ve always loved pizza. I’d been to many woodfire[d] restaurants before, and I found that when
cooking a pizza in a 1,000-degree oven with the woodfire[d] tradition, you can get more flavor,” owner Wade
Luhn said.
Along with the restaurant’s wood-fired pizza tradition derived from Naples, Italy, Luhn also expressed
interest in incorporating local resources to the business.
“I used to manage a small farm myself,” Luhn
explained. “And I became convinced that with local
and seasonal ingredients, you can get fresher and
tastier food.”
Thus, Bella Luna was created, an establishment
working to combine a community effort, a sustainable method of running a business and a wholesome,
traditional method to crafting its food.
Along with Bella Luna’s menu, its energy can be seen
and felt in the Italian-themed restaurant’s atmosphere.
Keeping with its rustic, chic vibe, the location of the
restaurant lies in what was formerly a compilation of
law offices and horse stables.
“The idea was to reclaim the building and its history,”

Luhn said. In fact, much of the wood employed in the
restaurant’s architecture is rehabilitated barn wood,
and the tables and wood used for cooking are local
white oak salvaged from a local lumber company.”

“There is a simplicity to our
pizza. We do not use sugars or
oils. Our pizza [crust] is made
with just four ingredients:
water, flour, salt and yeast.”
Wade Luhn

owner of Bella Luna

Similar to the clean, sustainable efforts employed
in the making of the restaurant itself, Bella Luna’s food
also reflects the focus on sustainability. All ingredients
used to create Bella Luna’s dishes come from local
sources typically within three miles of Harrisonburg,
although sometimes the restaurant acquires its ingredients from Charlottesville. Animal products — such
as meat and dairy — are likewise derived from local
sources that raise animals humanely.
“There is a simplicity to our pizza,” Luhn said. “We
do not use sugars or oils. Our pizza [crust] is made with
just four ingredients: water, flour, salt and yeast.”
To keep the menu fresh and interesting, the restaurant changes its selections every so often and the menu

isn’t limited to just pizza. Bella Luna also serves soups,
salads, a variety of Italian desserts and during lunch
hours, sandwiches, all made in house.
“I had the Vinnie Madison,” said Logan Wooldridge,
a junior graphic design major, of one of Bella Luna’s
sandwiches. “It definitely had a unique taste, and its
price was fair for the quality of the food. [Its] bar is
also very professional and well-kept in comparison to
others.”
Along with a healthier menu, students and community members also enjoy the wide variety of drinks that
Bella Luna offers.
“They had a lot of different wines and beers on
tap,” Caitlin Gallagher, a senior interdisciplinary liberal studies major who recently visited the restaurant,
agreed. “They were very good at suggesting and pairing drinks, too. I would recommend it. It had a nice
downtown vibe to it.”
Adding to Bella Luna’s embrace of the traditional
wood-fired method, the restaurant has an open kitchen in which its customers can watch their food being
prepared.
“I love being able to talk to people,” said Bella Luna
chef Colin Auckerman. “You can see their interest and
the look on their face[s] when you finish [preparing]
their food.”
The effort to bring all of the assets of local quality together is “a bit tedious,” Auckerman admitted,
but, “the end product is definitely worth it.”
CONTACT Andrea Croft at
croftah@dukes.jmu.edu.

SUDS | Freshman artist uses untraditional materials to decorate dorm walls
from front

HOLLY WARFIELD / THE BREEZE

TOP Gabriel Giacalone uses Tide detergent to decorate the walls of his dorm. BOTTOM LEFT Giacalone aims to
get people thinking with his art, which includes a painting of fetuses floating in bubbles to illustrate the value
of life. BOTTOM RIGHT A portrait of an old man on the wall of Giacalon’s dorm room. Giacalone has been using
laundry detergent because it’s soap-based and won’t stain the walls.

could really get into his work. The meanings behind his work are as provocative
as the actual illustrations.
shading is really enjoyable.”
“I want it to make people think of
Giacalone has also enjoyed the overwhelming support he has received from things that they normally wouldn’t think
about or that they are too scared to think
people he knows.
“For me, artwork is somewhat point- about,” he said. “The intimacy of one
less if no one sees it,” he said. “Having painting or the nakedness of another; I
people look at my work gives it a greater want every piece to provoke thought in
the person who sees it.”
purpose.”
Despite having images of the nude
According to Giacalone, he did receive
some concern from his sister, who won- body, Giacalone is not going for the sex
dered if he was on acid while creating angle.
“Yes, I have a body drawing that has
these paintings.
“My initial reaction was both shock a butt on it, but I tried not to make it a
at his newfound interest and awe at sexual drawing, I wanted to make a vulhow incredible his paintings are, espe- nerable, but beautiful drawing,” he said.
cially having never done art before,” his “I want to paint things that make people
sister, Sydney Giacalone, an environ- feel because I think a lot of people are
afraid to approach
mental sciences and
their emotions.”
anthropology douOne of his paintble major at Tufts “I want it to make people
ings is of floating
University in Medthink of things that they
fetuses in bubbles.
ford, Massachusetts,
normally wouldn’t think
“I thought it
said.
would be interesting
Now that the acid
about or that they are
to make it wombs
scare is over, she is
too scared to think about. with babies in them
much more at peace
to demonstrate the
with her brother’s
The intimacy of one
value of life,” he said.
work.
painting or the nakedness “Some people may
“I think it is an
look at this piece
incredible, innovaof another; I want every
and see an abortion
tive idea, and Gabe
piece to provoke thought
stance and that’s
is taking it on in
such an inspiring
in the person who sees it.” exactly what I want
them to see, if that’s
way,” she said. “I
what it makes them
have always been
Gabriel Giacalone
feel.”
into painting and
freshman justice studies major
Giacalone’s innodrawing, and our
vative artwork can
Italian family is full
be followed on his
of past and present
Tumblr page, State of
artists, so I can’t wait
to see how Gabe is continuing this family Detergency, and on his Facebook page,
Detergence. He also welcomes student
trend!”
Another person initially surprised visitors, although warns that he may be
by Giacalone’s artistic revelation is his in class, to see the work in person in his
residential adviser in Eagle Hall, Daniel room on the fifth floor of Eagle Hall.
He hopes to take his work to local
Blevins.
“I was impressed because I didn’t venues such as Duke Hall, Taylor Down
know Gabe was an artist, I was taken Under and artWorks Gallery.
“I’ll take it as far as it’ll go,” he said. “I
aback and almost at a loss for words,”
Blevins, a sophomore economics major, might start doing them on canvases and
said. “When Gabe told me he was draw- giving them to people or selling them, I
ing on the walls I thought it was with also would definitely paint things on-site
crayon, but what he’s doing is incredible.” if someone would like me to do that.”
Wherever Giacalone’s work does
Since Giacalone lives in a residence
hall, there was some question as to if the end up, his story is a reminder that
sometimes beauty can be found in the
university would allow this.
“I talked to the hall director, and since strangest, and soapiest, of places.
... it’s soap-based it’s removable, which
CONTACT Mike Dolzer at
makes it totally OK,” Blevins explained.
Once Giacalone had the go-ahead he dolzermj@dukes.jmu.edu.
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JMU athletic’s academic advisors are assigned to separate groups of teams to work with athletes on tasks such as time management, study skills and communicating with professors.

Coaches off the court
JMU athletics’ academic advisors provide help for the ‘student’ in the student athlete
By andre Haboush
The Breeze

JMU athletes don’t only have to focus on their physical
shape, but their academic shape as well.
At JMU and other colleges, the athletic departments
provide academic advisors to act as mentors for student
athletes and keep them performing well both inside and
outside the classroom.
One of the academic advisors, Joi Irby, assists the
men’s and women’s basketball teams as well as women’s
tennis and cheerleading. Irby meets with all team members, those striving and those not yet up to par with their
grades. The meetings usually occur on a weekly basis.
“With all of my students, especially those [who] are at
risk, I meet with them once a week or more if necessary,”
Irby said. “As we’re starting to develop, our advisor-advisee relationship, I cannot assist if you don’t let me know
that you need help. There are some students who open
up quicker or more than others.”
One of the tasks Irby takes on is communicating with
each of the athletes’ professors. She contacts professors
to let them know that she’s available for assistance and to
get a understanding of where the student athlete stands
in the class.
Managing a full-time schedule of classes and athletics can be overwhelming, so student athletes ask for vital
help, while in other circumstances, external stresses
bring a students education to a halt.
“[For] those students [who] are struggling, I advise
them to pick up tutors, study groups and also, depending

Women’s Tennis 2-0

on where they are struggling, what it is that may be
preventing them from performing well,” Irby said. “Sometimes when students don’t perform well, it doesn’t
necessarily mean that they don’t understand the school
work, but it could be something else outside of school that
could be bothering them, whether it’s family, roommates,
significant others, whatever the case may be.”
Each team Irby advises follows a different set of requirements. The basketball teams meet Irby weekly, regardless
of academic success. Irby also oversees their study hall
sessions. On the other hand, women’s tennis and cheerleading aren’t obligated to show up for help, although
they’re welcome to.
“Generally those students will contact me if they need
to communicate with their professors, and don’t necessarily know how to communicate or what to say when
a certain situation comes up,” Irby said. “We definitely
communicate at the start of the semester or when they are
getting ready to register for classes to make sure they are
meeting progress [toward] the degree as it relates to their
academic schedule for that semester.”
Not only are the basketball teams required to meet
weekly, but the men’s team receives additional assistance
from Irby while on the road, as she travels with the team.
While traveling, Irby can proctor exams and quizzes on
behalf of professors, and continue to hold study halls.
If NCAA athletes struggle to gain credit hours or fall
below a certain GPA, depending on the institute and class
of the athlete, the university can be punsished by the
NCAA. Irby lets the coaches know if a student is struggling
toward reaching or maintaining those standards.

“Coaches also now know everything that is going on
with every student,” Irby said. “I definitely send them
weekly academic reports, but if there’s any situation or
incident that needs immediate attention or their coaches
should know, they get an email or a phone call or a text
message that day.”
Other than going over the grade book, an extended
amount of Irby’s time with student athletes goes into looking at time management and schedule. She works to make
sure that the athletes have a clear line of communication
with their professors.
“In doing that, that is somewhat of a reminder to the student, ‘OK, I may be looking ahead and saying you have a
game in a [couple] weeks, but you also have an exam on the
day you have a game,’” Irby said. “‘Have you communicated
with the professor? Have you rescheduled the exam you may
be missing or do they want me to proctor it on the road?’ It
provides structure, it provides a reminder and it also helps
them look a little further into their academic schedule that
generally students don’t necessarily look.”
Another academic advisor, Scott Arbogast, also emphasized the importance of teaching time management.
Arbogast works with about 140 athletes across JMU’s baseball, field hockey, lacrosse, women’s and men’s soccer and
women’s golf teams.
“I have found that time management is a skill that
many students lack when they come to college,” Arbogast said in an email. “Those student-athletes who are
successful at JMU are able to manage their time well.”
see advise, page 12

Dukes ace start of the season
Women’s tennis strives to succeed for the rest of the season after a 2-0 start
By Gabrielle Smith
The Breeze

courtesy of JMU Athletics communications

Sophomore Rachel Nelson and the Dukes face Georgetown University on Saturday.

“All in everyday, believe and have great energy.”
Three simple phrases the JMU women’s tennis team is
living by this season, in an attempt to achieve their 2015
goals.
New head coach James Bryce has applied these core
values to the team.
“We know that if we compete hard and if we go out
there with a lot of energy we should be in every match
this season,” Bryce said. “There’s no reason why we can’t
play with anybody on our schedule.”
Before arriving to JMU last June, Bryce served as the
assistant coach of the women’s tennis team at Mississippi
State University for a year and was head coach at Saint
Leo University in St. Leo, Florida, from 2009-13 for both
the men’s and women’s programs.
“[It’s] been a great experience so far,” Bryce said of his
time at JMU. “We’re on the right track. It’s just getting
the girls to understand the way we do things, the way we
implement practices and our core values.”
At the beginning of the season, the team and coaching
staff established a few goals for 2015.
One of them is to finish in the top three in the Colonial
Athletic Association tournament. The Dukes have been
eliminated in the semifinals of the tournament the past
two years, but they’re hoping to improve this year.
“I think we can do better as a team ... we’re very close

this year and we all believe in each other,” sophomore
Rachel Nelson said. “We’re really going to have a good
season ahead of us.”
Off the court, the team hopes to make the Intercollegiate Tennis Association All-Academic Team, which
requires an average 3.25 GPA. Last semester, the team had
a 3.1 GPA, but it’s hoping to improve to a 3.3.
“We need to kind of step it up a bit this semester,” Bryce
said. “We’ve upped our goal on that side of things.”
After arriving back to campus from winter break, the
team started practice on Jan. 12, having just two weeks to
prepare for its first match.
“Going into the first match is always tricky because you
come back from a month off, so some of us were rusty and
pretty much half the team was dealing with injuries and
sickness,” senior Sarah Khan said.
Despite the adversities, JMU went out Saturday and beat
CAA foe Towson University. Then the team went back out
on Sunday against the United States Naval Academy.
In each of the previous two seasons, the matches against
Navy ended as 4-3 losses for JMU. But, this year, the Dukes
beat the team 7-0.
“We said in the huddle the goal for us was to win all 6
singles matches,” Bryce said. “The girls went out there and
they believed it and got the job done.”
The team has made several fitness changes this year,
especially with the new coaching additions.
see tennis, page 12
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Softball

Dukes picked to repeat

Following second CAA title, JMU is unanimously chosen by the league’s coaches to win it all again

from page 11

While Irby gets very familiar
with many of her students, she’s
still a mentor at the end of the
day and upholds that role.
“I’m very strict about maintaining lines of difference,
authority figure versus nonauthority figure,” Irby said.
“They know that I’m not a
friend, but they also know I’m
there to help them and assist
with anything that they need …
But I also often joke with them
and tell them that I’m their
mother away from home.”
Irby’s students agree, and
both respect and enjoy their
time with her. Senior Sarah
Kahn of the women’s tennis
team is one of those students.
“It’s a good relationship,”
Kahn said. “We joke around
sometimes ... It’s very casual.
It’s nice.”
Kahn usually visits Irby weekly to go over grades and organize
a workable schedule.
“She’s been extremely helpful
with figuring out what classes
I’m going to take and kind of
helping me stay organized with
all my work and checks up on
my grades every week to see if I
have issues,” Kahn said.
Academic advisors play an
important part in making sure
that athletes get the full JMU
experience, while not taking
anything away from the field,
court, track or pool.
“I absolutely love it,” Kahn
said. “The tennis, and the academics — ever ything put
together — I think it’s incredible.”
Contact Andre
Haboush at habousaw@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Mark Owen / The Breeze

Junior pitcher Jailyn Ford is one of softball’s top returners. She had a 1.26 earned run average and 24-7 record in 2014, earning NFCA Second Team All-American honors.

After a record-breaking season in 2014, the JMU
softball team was unanimously selected to repeat
as Colonial Athletic Association champions by the
league’s coaches in the preseason poll. The poll was
released on Wednesday.
Last year, the Dukes hosted the CAA tournament
in Harrisonburg as the regular season champions,
and went on to win all three of their games in the
double-elimination tournament en route to the
program’s second CAA title. JMU then moved on
to the NCAA tournament as part of the Lexington,
Kentucky Regional, winning its first game against
DePaul University before it was eliminated following losses to the University of Kentucky and DePaul.
Still, JMU won a school-record 45 games, finishing the season with a 45-15 overall record. The 15

losses were also a program low.
The Dukes will return seven of its nine field
starters this season. Junior Erica Field, who was
CAA Co-Defensive Player of the Year after posing a
.989 fielding percentage and committing just four
errors, is back at catcher. CAA Rookie of the Year,
Niki Prince, is also back after hitting .287 with six
home runs and 22 RBI her freshman season.
In the circle, JMU returns senior Heather Kiefer and junior Jailyn Ford, who was CAA Pitcher
of the Year. Kiefer finished last season with a 20-8
record and 2.04 earned run average in 161.2 innings
pitched. Ford had a 1.26 ERA and 24-7 record in
228.2 innings pitched last season. She also was
named a National Fastpitch Coaches Association
Second Team All-American, the first JMU player to

earn All-America status. In addition, Ford was one
of 50 players named to the USA Softball Collegiate
Player of the Year award watch list on Wednesday.
Overall, JMU has nine All-CAA selections from
last season back this year. Head coach Mickey Dean
was also CAA Coach of the Year.
When at home this season, the Dukes will be
playing on a renovated field at Veterans Memorial
Park, with new synthetic turf, new drainage system
and new polymer-coated infield dirt to withstand
inclement weather.
JMU starts the season in Jacksonville, Florida, on
Feb. 13, playing Virginia Tech as part of the Osprey
Invitational.
-staff report

tennis | Players are enjoying changes under new coaching staff
from page 11

“The coaching staff is just incredible,” Khan said. “Their method
of coaching suits us perfectly. I think each and every one of us has
improved tremendously since last year.”
The coaches have been training the players in the weight room
to increase their strength in mile time, broad jumps, triple jumps
and more.
Prior to Bryce’s arrival, former head coach Maria Malerba
announced her retirement last year after 38 years with the women’s tennis program.
“Maria was kind of like a friend, a mother figure in a way,” Nelson said. “I was expecting her to be around for four years when she

recruited me, but things come up and it just seemed like the best
path for her.”
Nelson said that with the team already a full semester into the
year, everyone is more comfortable and relaxed on and off the court.
With just eight players on the roster, the team appears to be very
close-knit.
“We spend everyday together,” Nelson said. “You’re with them so
much you just become really close because they’re the people you
hang out with the most.”
Next up, the team will head to Washington, D.C. on Saturday to
play Georgetown University.
“I think it’s going to be a tough match,” Nelson said. “We just want
to go in and get the momentum and have a lot of energy.”

Also on the schedule for later this season is a new conference
opponent — Elon University. Last season, Elon won the Southern Conference title with a 15-9 overall record and appeared in the
NCAA tournament, which was a program first for the Phoenix.
Khan says the team is prepared to take on the challenges of every
match, and if the team continues to improve and play like it did
this past weekend, then they are “capable of achieving many great
things.”
“I think anytime you have a team that’s willing to just throw it all
out on the line and fight for one another, that’s really going to set us
up for this spring,” Bryce said.
Contact Gabrielle Smith at smithgf@dukes.jmu.edu.

newman | Her ‘ideal situation’ continues to be centered on sports
from front

“We kind of circled the wagons, as Coach Brooks
likes to say, and put our heads together and came up
with a game plan of how we might be able to utilize
Nikki’s talents and give her a chance to potentially go
into the [broadcast] field, just to give her another year
of education basically,” Dudley said.
The idea stuck, and by mid to late summer last year,
Newman was officially on board.
“It kind of just happened in a way, and [I] just started doing it,” Newman said.
Being close by, Newman’s job on Brooks’ staff
meshed with her broadcast gig. Newman helps the
team with travel arrangements and film work, but
maybe most importantly, she gets to continue a title
she picked up as a JMU player: mentor.
Newman said that, now that she’s behind the scenes,
she has a new appreciation for the “little things” that
didn’t seem important when the tables were turned.
“It’s been helpful in a sense that I can relay that back
to the girls,” Newman said. “It’s like, ‘You know that,
you might not understand that right now, why they’re
getting on you about certain things. But once you’re
done you’ll be very thankful for it.’”
Coaching may be in Newman’s blood. Her father,
Charlie Newman, has been the head football coach
at nearby Turner Ashby High School for over 12 years.
But broadcast is what Newman plans to pursue further
right now. It has been a learning experience for her.
“I was nervous at first if I was going to be able to put
it into words what I saw on the court,” Newman said.
“Because playing, it kind of just came natural.”
She started off doing some volleyball game broadcast in the fall, and has done sideline reporting and
men’s basketball games with Dudley. But women’s
basketball alongside Taylor is her bread and butter
right now.
Taylor, an ’85 JMU alumnus, has been in charge of
play-by-play for JMU women’s basketball games for
the past 32 years. Newman said Taylor has been a huge
help to her, giving her tips on things such as what to
look out for, pronunciation and how to relay messages
on the air.
“Each game I feel like I’ve gotten better, which is
nice,” Newman said. “And I have the opportunity to go
back and listen to the games that I’ve done and pick
up on some things as well.”
To hear Taylor tell it, Newman has wowed in her
new role. He said that Newman has adapted to the
job more quickly than anyone he’s ever worked with,
thanks to her “phenomenal” understanding of the
game.
“Nikki is just a natural,” Taylor, who’s also JMU’s
senior marketing director, said. “And she just

understands how to communicate what’s going on on
the floor. And paint the mind picture of what’s going
on so that an audience can understand what’s happening on the floor.”
Less than a year removed from being on the court
herself, Newman said that she sometimes has to catch
herself from yelling out to the court when she sees
certain things during a broadcast.
“It’s funny, because David will joke about it, and
he was like, ‘You saw something there didn’t you?’
I’m like, ‘Yeah, it took a lot for me not to say,’” Newman said.
And of course, being so close to the team and her
former teammates, Newman still yearns for the opportunity to suit up.
“That’s been really, really tough,” she said. “Just
because, obviously, I wish I was still playing.”
At the same time, Newman said that knowing this
year’s team, and the players on it, as well as she does
helps her to translate things into broadcasts.
Moving forward, Newman is going to keep seeking
out new broadcast opportunities.
“I think it’s just a matter of getting in with the right
people,” Newman said. “Just getting my foot in the
door.”
She has already reached out and talked to analyst
Rosalyn Gold-Onwude, the sideline reporter for the
Golden State Warriors’ Comcast Sports Network Bay
Area broadcasts. Newman knew Gold-Onwude from
covering JMU’s game against Texas A&M in the second
round of the NCAA tournament last season.
“It’s a very tedious job, I would say,” Newman said.
“Something very hard to get into. I might have to start
out small and work my way up. But it’s been very helpful, the information I’ve gotten from a lot of people.”
Dudley and Taylor both agree that Newman has a
lot of potential in the broadcast field. Both said that
they’ve actually learned from her, with her extensive
knowledge of both basketball and Brooks’ style of
coaching.
“If Nikki chooses this sort of thing as her career, I
don’t think there’s anything in her way,” Taylor said. “I
think that she could go a very long way in broadcasting and sportscasting analysis.”
Newman has bachelor’s and master’s degrees in elementary education from her time as a JMU student.
She said that she can see herself teaching one day, but
isn’t ready to settle down and do that yet.
In the meantime, Newman is going to keep following her big passion.
“I love being around sports, so if I can do that for
as long as possible, that would be my ideal situation.”
contact Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Holly warfield / The Breeze

Nikki Newman, who played for JMU for five years, plans to pursue a sports broadcast career.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Apts for Rent

Sunnyside, a leader in retirement living, is hiring for the
following positions:

Want
to get
some
experience
doing
social media for a company?
Wine Wear is looking for a
student to manage our Facebook, twitter, Pinterest, Instagram pages. Wine Wear
was started by JMU Alumni.
email:
jennifer@winewear.com

1-BR Downtown, Stainless
Appliances, Hard Wood
Floors $595 540-564-2659
http://www.castleproperty.c
om

RN/LPN – 1st and 2nd shift
FT C.N.A. – 2nd shift
Please visit www.sunnysidecommunities.com for more
information regarding these
and other positions available.
Applications may be completed at Sunnyside Retirement Community, 3935
Sunnyside Dr., Suite A; Harrisonburg, VA EOE
Exceptional People Delivering Exceptional Service

Your Summer Starts Here
Accepting Applications for
Summer 2015. Timber Ridge
Camp in the Mountains of
West VA is looking for energetic fun loving counselors.
Numerous positions available: Archery, Arts, Athletics,
Biking Dance, Drama, Music,
Rock Climbing, Land and Water Sports and more.
Room/Board+Salary. Apply
online at www.trcamps.com.
410-833-4080

Walk Ins Welcome!
Haircuts, Barbering, Coloring,
Waxing,& Fades (high & tights)
Foiling starting at $55!
$

Pet Friendly, 1-3BR Properties, Hard Wood Floors
http://www.castleproperty.c
om 540-564-2659

Homes for Rent
3-BR 2.5-BA Townhouse,
Stainless Appliances, Fenced
Yard, http://www.castleproperty.com 540-564-2659
DEVON LANE.
3&4 Bedroom Townhomes.
Available August 2015.
(540)435-7861.
DevonshireRentals
@gmail.com
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Vote Now!

BEST OF THE ‘BURG
breezejmu.org

Mr. J’s
Bagels & Deli

SANDWICH SPECIAL!

$1.00 SANDWICH!

$1.00 off

Buy a Mr. J's Breakfast Special
Sausage, Egg, Cheese & Home
Fries - Get a Sausage, Egg &
Cheese Sandwich for

One coupon only. One coupon per order. Not
valid with any other offers. Expires 2/28/15.

One coupon only. One coupon per order. Not
valid with any other offers. Expires 2/28/15.

Grilled Turkey Sandwich
w/ Bacon, Cheese,
Lettuce & Mayo
Market Square East

564-0416

$1.00!

Rockingham Square

432-1386

Harmony Square

442-1997

Interested in
classifieds?
Submit yours at breezejmu.org

7

HAIRCUTS

$5 til end of the year with Student ID
540.433.4000
1910 Erickson Ave, Suite 12, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(across the street from bus route 3)

www.breezejmu.org
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Thursday, January 29, 2015

breezejmu.org

Live Life at the Top!

Stop by today for
a tour or give us a
call for rates!

Enjoy Life at the Top with our conveniently located premier
student housing! 865 East offers tenants the means to escape
the stress of student life through amenities such as our Rooftop
Lounge, Game Room, Fitness Center, and much more!

865 East Port Republic Road

(540) 442-8885

